
Oh Won’t You Stay, Just a Little Bit Longer
and Save Up to 40% with Anantara

Stay a little bit longer and enjoy time well spent at one of Anantara’s dream hideaways or city hotels.
With up to a generous 40% off luxury accommodation, there’s never been a better time to
experience some of the world’s most exotic destinations in Anantara’s signature style.

Choose from a collection of Anantara Hotels, Resorts & Spas located in China, South East Asia, the
Maldives and the Middle East; book a minimum three night getaway for a stay between now and the
25th August 2015 and reap greater savings the longer you stay.

Delve into Bangkok’s rich cosmopolitan and cultural scenes from sophisticated city hotels; indulge in
a blissful beach getaway, from royal seaside charms to the natural beauty of the Andaman and
famous tropical islands. Experience unforgettable northern adventures in Chiang Mai or in the
verdant jungle of the Golden Triangle.

Live the dream of holidaying in beautiful Bali, choosing between a boutique retreat in Seminyak or a
romantic cliff-side haven in Uluwatu. Become immersed in China’s ancient culture and unique
natural attractions from inspirational island and riverside sanctuaries. Unwind along Vietnam’s
vibrant southeast coast or trace the footsteps of an old empire in a UNESCO World Heritage Site in
Cambodia.

Call the Indian Ocean your playground and luxury accommodation your tropical home away from
home in the breathtaking Maldives, perhaps for a once in a lifetime family vacation or the most
romantic holiday imaginable.

In the Middle East, legendary escapades whisper across the sands of the world’s largest desert, a
vast island wildlife park offers opportunities to track free roaming Arabian animals, and a lush
mangrove waterway balances urban splendour with a refreshing view of nature.

So what are you waiting for? Discover the benefits of a Stay Longer escape with Anantara.

For reservations and full promotional details, visit anantara.com/staylonger or call +66 (0)2 365
9110

Terms & Conditions
• Offers are valid at participating Anantara Hotels & Resorts worldwide from 16th April – 25th
August 2015
• Applicable length of stay, offer validity and discounts vary per participating hotel or resort. Valid
for new bookings only. Please check each individual offer for exact terms and conditions.
• A minimum three night stay is required.
• Discount and offer validity varies per participating hotel or resort. Please check each individual
offer for exact terms and conditions.
• Bookings are subject to availability, and blackout dates and other conditions may apply.
• Offers cannot be used in conjunction with any other offers, discounts or packages and are non
exchangeable, transferrable or redeemable for cash.
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